
Present Perfect Passive Form

Name: Result: Date: __/20  __/__/20__

More than one French statesman _________________ to consult the
fortune-teller's cards.
1.

(know)

__________________________________ to you, Charlotte!2.
(how warmly/I/attach/?)

I do not hesitate to presume, that something
_________________________ in this case.
3.

(misunderstand)

My heart leaped with joy, for I recognised a river whose existence
___________________.
4.

(doubt)

In the history of every nation, fiction ___________________ earliest in
verse and only afterwards in prose.
5.

(write)

In mathematics, when once a proposition ________________________, it
is never afterwards contested.
6.

(demonstrate)

The incident ____________________ to President Castro.7. (report)

This planet _____________________ for three hundred years.8. (colonize)

The fact has long been familiar; _____________________________ with
infinite wisdom?
9.

(how/it/reconcile/?)

Since then I __________________________ by its weight, however
heavy it may have been; for few men have a heavier one.
10.

(not/oppress)

With neither horses nor cattle is the primitive stock known; and it
_________________ in former chapters that they have assumed different
colours in different countries.

11.

(show)

Though all the ordinary means of arresting such symptoms
__________________, he is none the better.
12.

(try)

You ___________________ in too close.13. (rein)

Many such attempts _________________ to alter these laws.14. (make)
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No facts ______________________ to sustain an account, or even a
conjecture, of the numbers that perished in this extraordinary mortality.
15.

(preserve)

It _________________ within the city limits.16. (find)

Various superficial explanations ____________________, it is true; but
none of them has been scientific and satisfactory.
17.

(offer)

I _____________________ with your letter, in which you mention to me
your intention of returning to America in the April packet.
18.

(honour)

O my beloved, though you have failed in your promise to me, yet will I
keep mine to you, and, now that our love ____________________, will never
see you more.

19.

(reveal)

Some of their furniture ________________ to auction.20. (send)
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